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ABSTRACT
Small clusters have captured the imaginations of experimentalists and theorists alike for decades. In addition to providing insight into the
evolution of properties between the atomic or molecular limits and the bulk, small clusters have revealed a myriad of fascinating properties
that make them interesting in their own right. This perspective reviews how the application of anion photoelectron (PE) spectroscopy, typically
coupled with supporting calculations, is particularly well-suited to probing the molecular and electronic structure of small clusters. Clusters
provide a powerful platform for the study of the properties of local phenomena (e.g., dopants or defect sites in heterogeneous catalysts), the
evolution of the band structure and the transition from semiconductor to metallic behavior in metal clusters, control of electronic structures of
clusters through electron donating or withdrawing ligands, and the control of magnetic properties by interactions between the photoelectron
and remnant neutral states, among other important topics of fundamental interest. This perspective revisits historical, groundbreaking anion
PE spectroscopic finding and details more recent advances and insight gleaned from the PE spectra of small covalently or ionically bound
clusters. The properties of the broad range of systems studied are uniquely small-cluster like in that incremental size differences are associated
with striking changes in stability, electronic structures, and symmetry, but they can also be readily related to larger or bulk species in a broader
range of materials and applications.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0054222

I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of increasingly sophisticated physical
chemistry tools, both experimental and theoretical, that arose in the
later part of the 1900s, the study of small fragments of matter with
sizes of 2–10 atoms or molecules flourished. Nearly three and a half
decades ago, Kaldor, Cox and Zakin, several of the earlier investiga-
tors of these species referred to as clusters, asked “How large does the
cluster have to be before solid state theoretical description applies?
What are the magnetic properties of “naked” and “dressed” clus-
ters? Is there catalytic chemistry possible on such clusters, etc.?”1

This exciting eruption of research was built on the seminal work
by Moskovits and Hulse,2 who co-deposited metal vapor and inert
gases to create small fragments of matter. After many conferences,
literature reviews, and compilations,3–9 the motivation for cluster
research goes beyond the discovery of enticing properties that might
arise along the growth of matter from the atomic or single molecule
limit to the bulk.

To set the stage, elemental and molecular clusters are typi-
cally separated in categories both by their size and by their binding

forces. Small clusters (1 < n < 100 atoms) are commonly built
atom-by-atom, or molecule by molecule, in a bottom-up approach
and exhibit significant changes in properties such as ionization
or bond dissociation energies with incremental increases in size.
This punctuated variation in small cluster properties with size lies
in contrast with nanoclusters, or nanoparticles, which are com-
monly formed by either synthetic bottom-up or mechanical top-
down approaches. Nanocluster properties are affected by quantum
confinement but exhibit a smooth evolution toward bulk properties
upon addition of one atom or molecular unit, often with n−1/3- or
volume-dependence.

Within the small cluster category, another distinction lies in
the bonding between constituent atoms or molecules. For exam-
ple, water clusters, (H2O)n, or clusters carrying an extra proton,10

electron,11 or some charged species12,13 represent one of the more
actively studied clusters14–16 among the class of molecular clusters or
ion–molecule complexes.17 These and weakly bound systems such
as helium clusters, Hen, are distinct from carbon clusters, Cn, or
more ionic cluster such as metal oxides, MxOy, in which all con-
stituent atoms are connected by a network of covalent and/or ionic
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bonds. The latter of these has been commonly invoked as models for
heterogeneous catalysts.18–63

As noted above, there have been several reviews to date
on cluster studies. Examples include overviews on the use of
vibrational spectroscopies for structure determination,64,65 matrix-
isolated metal clusters as models for heterogeneous catalysis,66 gen-
eral surveys of transition metal oxides,67 transition metal cluster
magnetic properties,68 and metal cluster reactivity.69,70 This perspec-
tive will focus on the application of anion photoelectron (PE) spec-
troscopy toward probing the electronic and molecular structures of
“hard” clusters71 and the interesting properties that arise in a range
of systems. In simplest terms, anion PE spectroscopy involves pho-
todetachment of a negatively charged cluster, M−n , and analysis of the
energy of the resulting photoelectrons,

M−n + hv→Mn + e−KE. (1)

As will be detailed further below, the electron kinetic energies, e−KE,
reflect the energy between the initial anion state(s) and the final
neutral state(s). We note here that some clusters are known to sup-
port doubly charged anionic states, despite the destabilization from
intramolecular coulomb repulsion.72 We will not consider dianions
in this perspective, but they are a separate, interesting set of species.

Anion PE spectroscopy is particularly well-suited to cluster
study. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the (a) simple direct detach-
ment process in which a m/z-selected negative ion is photodetached,
resulting in a neutral in a distribution of vibrational levels, with the

FIG. 1. Relative energy levels associated with direct detachment (a) Mx + e−

← M−x + hv and an indirect/autodetachment pathway (b) Mx + e− ← [M−x ]
∗

← M−x + hv. The representative spectra below indicate the expected transi-
tion intensities via direct detachment (Franck–Condon progression) and indirect
detachment (high intensity at low e−KE) pathways.

total energy balanced by the e−KE of the photoelectrons. The bottom
panel shows the hypothetical distribution of e−KE for a simple sys-
tem in which a vibrational progression is resolved. As will be noted
below, “hard” clusters can have complex electronic structures and
therefore a high density of rovibronic levels of the anion that lie
above the detachment limit, which can lead to indirect electron ejec-
tion processes. One such example is shown in Fig. 1(b): The incident
photon is resonant with such an excited level of the anion, which
can lead to internal conversion to a very high vibrational level of the
anionic ground state and electron loss through thermionic emission,
which favors low e−KE statistically.

An additional powerful feature of anion PE spectroscopy is the
ability to map the low-lying electronic structures of neutral clus-
ters, which provides a view of the evolution of electronic structure
as a function of cluster size and composition. Figure 2 schemati-
cally illustrates how the evolution of the electronic structure of small

FIG. 2. Illustration of the evolution of the electronic structure of a small group Mo-
oxide clusters (MoO3 bulk stoichiometry, bandgap ∼3.0 eV) as oxidation increases
from Mo3O3 to Mo3O6 and to Mo3O9. The red horizontal lines represent relative
energies of the fully occupied orbitals described as predominantly O 2p orbitals
(correlating to the bulk valence band). Blue horizontal lines represent Mo-local 4d
and 5s orbitals (correlating to the bulk conduction band). Arrows indicate electronic
occupancy; “red” electrons indicate the excess electron in the anion associated
with the lowest energy detachment transition, with “green” electrons indicating
other accessible detachment transitions.
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metal oxide clusters, such as Mo3Oy
−, from undercoordinated (sub-

oxide) to fully oxidized (bulk stoichiometric) can be probed using
anion PE spectroscopy. As with bulk MoO3, the clusters have mixed
ionic/covalent character. The red horizontal lines represent orbitals
predominantly described as O 2p orbitals, which have some cova-
lent overlap with the Mo 4d orbitals; these orbitals correlate with
the valence band of bulk MoO3. The turquoise lines represent the
metal-local 5s and 4d orbitals that correlate with the bulk conduction
band. Anion PE spectroscopy accesses neutral states via detachment
of electrons from the highest lying valence orbitals. In this simple
illustration, the “red” electron is the excess electron in the anion,
which is in the highest occupied orbital and “green” electrons can
additionally be detached with a ultraviolet (UV) or visible photon. In
suboxides, multiple valence electrons occupy the Mo-local orbitals.
Because they are energetically close-lying, the PE spectrum will show
multiple overlapping transitions associated with, for example, the
detachment of the “red” and “green” electrons, with differences in
the e−KE values associated with the different final states equaling
the energy difference between the close-lying states. For example,
the PE spectrum of Mo3O3

− exhibits at least five overlapping tran-
sitions within a narrow energy range. The spectrum becomes less
congested with transitions as the number of electrons occupying the
crush of metal orbitals decreases to the point of the stoichiomet-
ric cluster. Note that in the stoichiometric Mo3O9

− cluster, the PE
spectrum of which is shown hypothetically based on the spectrum
of the W3O9

− congener,73 the energy difference between the two
lowest energy detachment transitions reflects the bulk analog of the
HOMO–LUMO gap!

The electron affinity represents the relative stability of the anion
and neutral, which reflects a particular stability of open or closed
shell electronic structures, physical stability of the structure, etc.
Therefore, neutral clusters with particularly stable structures can
have relatively low electron affinities.

As noted above, charged clusters are readily m/z-selected prior
to photodetachment measurements. However, mass selectivity is
not a unique advantage to anion PE spectral studies. Charged
clusters are common targets of reactivity studies that probe the
size and composition-dependent chemical properties, and many
of the studies on cluster models for catalysis noted above imple-
ment mass selection of cluster reactants, products, or both. Col-
lision induced dissociation in guided ion beams,74,75 which can
measure the bond energies as a function of size and composition,
can identify clusters with particular stabilities and can be extended
to measure the melting temperatures of clusters as a function of
size.76 Vibrational and electronic action spectra also leverage the
mass selectability of chromophore and mass analysis of daughter
ions.77,78

II. METHODS
The general experimental strategy for measuring anion PE

spectra of negative ions is to couple a cluster ion source to a mass
spectrometer or mass filter. The photodetachment laser is then inter-
sected with the ion beam of a selected m/z, and the photoelec-
tron kinetic energy distribution is measured. The success of this
general approach to cluster study is in no small part reliant on
the computational characterization of potential molecular and elec-
tronic structure characterization, which shall be discussed briefly in

Sec. II C. Following is a survey of several approaches taken to anion
PE spectroscopic interrogations of “hard” clusters.

A. Cluster sources
Different strategies for cluster production have been formu-

lated over the years. Metal cluster production techniques, including
seeded oven sources, sputtering sources, liquid–metal ion sources,
and laser vaporization sources, were reviewed by de Heer in 1993.7
As the PE spectrometers have used both continuous wave (CW)
and pulsed lasers to photodetach the negative ions, both CW and
pulsed cluster sources have been used in the studies surveyed in this
perspective.

Lineberger, whose seminal PE spectroscopy studies imple-
mented CW lasers, developed a flowing afterglow ion source by
cathodic sputtering from a DC discharge.79,80 In a pulsed variation,
the pulsed arc cluster ion source (PACIS) introduced by Meiwes-
Broer and co-workers used high voltage discharge coinciding with a
pulse of high-pressure buffer gas to produce a wide range of clusters
of the material of the metal electrodes.81,82

Smalley83 and Bondybey84 simultaneously developed laser abla-
tion sources using bulk targets made of the desired cluster material.
The Smalley-style source coupled a pulsed molecular beam valve
in close proximity to the ablation spot on the target, with a high-
pressure pulse of helium issued from the valve entraining the metal
vapor generated by ablation, which allowed for the production of
larger, internally cold clusters. Laser ablation targets include bare
metal rods, pressed pellet targets, liquid metal targets, and powder-
coated rods.85–88 A schematic of a Smalley-type source used in our
laboratory89 is shown in Fig. 3(a). Several variations of this cluster
source and their applications are included in a review by Dun-
can,36 and cluster sources featuring two separate ablation targets
for controlled production bimetallic clusters have been detailed.90,91

A variety of ns pulsed lasers have been used in ablation sources,
although femtosecond lasers may increase the cluster sizes pro-
duced.92–94 Ablation sources generate a mixture of cation, anion,
and neutral cluster species with varying compositions for different
charged species, making m/z selection essential.37

Production of ligated clusters has been achieved by several
groups using a two-valve scheme in which one valve introduces a
high-pressure buffer gas that sweeps over the plasma generated by
ablation of a target to produce the clusters, while a second valve
injects a ligating compound downstream of the point of ablation,
giving clusters time to coalesce and cool.95

Wet-synthetized ligated clusters can also be introduced into the
gas phase. For example, a high flux cluster beam source developed by
Palmer and co-workers is operated by sputtering metal cluster ions
from a matrix.67,68 More recently, Wang and co-workers brought
cryogenically cooled ion traps into common use in anion PE spec-
troscopy studies and beyond.96 These traps can couple CW sources
such as electrospray ionization (ESI) sources into a pulsed mass
spectrometer [e.g., Fig. 3(b)] by using ion traps that accumulate ions,
injecting them then into a pulsed mass spectrometer at the exper-
imental repetition rate. This approach can also be applied to laser
ablation sources, typically to cryogenically cool ions in the trap prior
to spectroscopic investigation. The clear advantage of coupling an
ESI source is the ability to introduce clusters generated via benchtop
synthetic methods.
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FIG. 3. Representative cluster sources: (a) the pulsed “Smalley-style” source that
uses laser ablation of a target material coupled with a pulsed molecular beam
valve described in Ref. 89 and (b) a CW style ESI/ion trap source for introducing
bench-top synthesized clusters into the gas phase. Reproduced with permission
from Wang, J. Chem. Phys. 143, 040901 (2015). Copyright 2015 AIP Publishing
LLC.

B. Photodetachment and e −KE analysis
Depending on whether the source is pulsed or CW, the mass

selection component is a time-of-flight or quadrupole mass spec-
trometer or a Wein filter.97 In either case, with a mass-filtered CW
or pulsed anion beam, the anions are intersected and selectively
photodetached with a fixed-frequency laser as per Eq. (1), yielding
neutrals in a distribution of electronic, vibrational, and rotational
states and photoelectrons in a distribution of kinetic energies, e−KE,
per

e−KE = hν − EA − Eneutral
e,vib,rot + Eanion

e,vib,rot . (2)

If the anionic precursors are internally cold (a valid assumption for
ions that have been cryogenically trapped, vide supra, is that Eanion

e,vib,rot
≈ 0), the e−KE distribution will reflect the energies of rovibronic
states of the neutral relative to a single level of the anion. In gen-
eral, one-electron transitions are the most intense, and Δs = ±1/2.
There are notable exceptions to this rule.

The e−KE values for any given transition are photon energy
dependent. However, PE spectra are typically reported in terms of
the photon energy-independent binding energy, e−BE, related via

the simple relationship

e−BE = hν − e−KE, (3)

which allows for direct comparison of spectra collected with differ-
ent detachment photon energies.

Photoelectrons generated from a randomly oriented ensemble
of anions have angular distribution relative to the electric field vec-
tor of the laser described by the following equation formulated by
Cooper and Zare:98

∂σ
∂Ω
= σtotal

4π
[1 + β(E)(3

2
cos2θ − 1

2
)], (4)

where θ is the angle between the direction of the ejected electron and
incident photon polarization, σtotal refers to the total cross section,
and β is an asymmetry parameter, ranging in value from 2 to −1.
The asymmetry parameter in atomic systems is a function of the
angular momentum, ℓ, of the outgoing photoelectron wave, which
relates to the atomic electronic orbital of origin via conservation of
angular momentum. That is, detachment of an electron from an s-
orbital yields photoelectrons with ℓ = 1 and p-orbitals yield ℓ = 0, 2.
For molecules with less-than-spherical symmetry, the relationship is
less straightforward; an elegant and physically insightful description
of the relationship between the outgoing photoelectron waves and
the molecular orbitals of origin has been provided by Sanov.99

The methods of electron kinetic energy analysis in CW exper-
iments implement tools such as hemispherical energy analysis,100

while in pulsed experiments, photoelectron time-of-flight, either in
a magnetic bottle or in a field-free drift tube, has been in common
use along with photoelectron imaging.101 A comparison of these
three types of electron detection methods is shown in Fig. 4. Both
the hemispherical analyzer and field-free time-of-flight have low
collection efficiency. The magnetic bottle time-of-flight approach,
which has 100% collection efficiency, typically has a lower duty cycle
(e.g., 10 Hz) although recent developments in electron trapping offer
higher duty cycles, e.g., with synchrotron radiation facilities.102

A particularly creative and powerful combination of ion source
and anion PE spectroscopy was demonstrated by Kappes and co-
workers, who coupled an electrospray source to an ion mobility
spectrometry setup, which allowed structural isomer separation of
a particular m/z prior to interrogation using a magnetic bottle anion
PE spectrometer.103 As will be noted below, competitive structural
isomers of clusters frequently co-exist in small- to mid-sized ele-
mental clusters and metal oxide clusters in lower-than-traditional
oxidation states.

Photoelectron imaging, which was brought into broader use
in the anion PE spectroscopy community by Sanov,104 leverages a
technique developed in pioneering work by Chandler and Houston
based on a design of Eppink and Parker.105 A great advantage of
this technique is the simultaneous measurement of electron kinetic
energy (via velocity) and angular distributions as the 3D electron
cloud is projected onto a 2D surface. Attending this capability is
the added ability to probe indirect detachment pathways that affect
photoelectron angular distributions, such as autodetachment.106,107

The push to higher resolution photoelectron imaging has made
it a powerful tool for studying a broader range of anionic sys-
tems.108,109 Slow electron velocity imaging (SEVI)110,111 has emerged
as a more reliable and broadly applicable version of high-resolution
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FIG. 4. Representative electron detec-
tion schemes: (a) the field-free time-of-
flight drift tube used to measure drift
times of the fraction of photoelectrons
that reach the detector (introducing a
magnetic bottle scheme allows 100%
collection efficiency), (b) the velocity
map imaging setup that uses extractors
and repellers to project the 3D elec-
tron cloud onto a 2D phosphor screen,
and (c) the hemispherical analyzer in
which only electrons of a specific kinetic
energy are allowed to pass and reach
the detector. Modes (a) and (b) are
used in pulsed experiments, and mode
(c) is typically used in CW experiments.
(c) Reproduced with permission from
Travers et al., J. Chem. Phys. 111, 5349
(1999). Copyright 1999 AIP Publishing
LLC.

PE spectroscopy than zero electron kinetic energy (ZEKE) spec-
troscopy of anions, the latter of which involved tuning through the
detachment continuum and discriminating against the detection of
photoelectrons with greater than near-zero kinetic energy.112 Anion
ZEKE was limited to the study of detachment transitions yielding
ℓ = 0 photoelectrons, i.e., with non-zero detachment cross sections
per the Wigner threshold law,113

σ ∝ σ0(Ehv − Ethreshold)ℓ+
1
2 . (5)

In SEVI experiments, similarly, the photon energy is held anywhere
between 0.01 and 0.5 eV above the detachment threshold; at each
wavelength, a high-resolution photoelectron spectrum is obtained
for a limited e−KE range and a complete spectrum may be stitched
together.114–116 While ZEKE generally suffers from grueling collec-
tion times, SEVI has a high collection efficiency and maintains the
measurement of photoelectron angular distributions.117

Ultrafast anion PE spectroscopy118–120 has been conducted on
a number of cluster systems to follow the evolution of anionic states
with time. As a one-photon detachment tool, ultrafast lasers do not

offer an advantage over CW or nanosecond lasers. However, in a
time-resolved pump–probe setup, dynamics of excited electronic
states can be measured. In this technique, one photon drives an exci-
tation, and the second photon detaches the time-evolving cluster
anion. This technique has been used to explore the intermolecular
dynamics in soft clusters, e.g., dihalide anions solvated by a finite
number of CO2 molecules, or electronic relaxation in metal clusters.
Excellent reviews of this now mature technique were presented by
Stolow et al.121 and Fielding and co-workers.122

C. Computational spectroscopy
A thorough survey of computational methods that have sup-

ported anion PE spectroscopic studies of clusters is beyond the scope
of this perspective. However, it is important to note that a more
detailed and insightful picture of the properties of clusters can be
gained from reconciling experimental spectra with computational
results on the anionic and neutral species. Without a general start-
ing point in terms of which cluster electronic and molecular struc-
tures are viable for consideration, assignment of spectra is limited to
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very low-order interpretation, as small covalently or ionically bound
clusters can potentially form numerous different structures.

Identifying viable stable structures and wavefunctions without
a priori knowledge of the structures can be achieved using a vari-
ety of approaches to global minimum energy searches, a number
of which have been summarized by Jian et al.123 Density functional
theory (DFT) calculations with or without single-point calculations
conducted at more accurate (and expensive) levels are commonly
used for structure optimization using a range of quantum chemistry
packages.124 Calculations readily provide zero-order spectroscopic
parameters to compare the spectra: The difference in the zero-point
corrected total energies of the global minimum energy neutral and
anion corresponds to the adiabatic electron affinity, which often, but
not always, corresponds to the lowest e−BE origin of the experimen-
tally observed transitions. This does not apply to situations in which
the lowest energy isomer of the anion has zero Franck–Condon
overlap with the neutral (e.g., the anion and neutral favor very
different molecular structures) or if the transition between similar
structures is not one-electron allowed.

Similarly, it is straightforward to calculate the energy of the
neutral cluster confined to the structure of the anion. The energy dif-
ference corresponds to the vertical detachment energy, which is the
e−BE at which the intensity of an electronic transition reaches a max-
imum (highest Franck–Condon overlap). Time-dependent DFT can
help in assigning excited state transitions observed in the spectra.

More definitive structural assignments can be made with spec-
tral simulations based on more detailed spectroscopic parameters
determined from the differences between the initial anion and
final neutral states, the respective vibrational frequencies, and nor-
mal coordinates. Simulations that calculate Franck–Condon over-
laps between the anion and neutral vibronic levels provide a more
detailed vibronic profile of detachment transitions. Home-written
codes, such as the one developed in our own group,125 can con-
volute stick spectra with the e−KE-dependent experimental res-
olution and allow for different “temperatures” associated with
different vibrational modes. This control takes into account the
non-equilibrium conditions in some cluster sources in which lower-
frequency modes can cool more efficiently than higher-frequency
modes. Of course, simulations are most helpful when vibrational fea-
tures are resolved in the associated anion PE spectra, which is not
always the case, particularly with larger clusters. Other open access
spectral simulations programs such as ezFCF (formerly ezSpectrum)
and ezDyson are also widely used for simulating experimental PE
spectra.126

Useful constructs from the computational studies of anion and
neutral states are Dyson orbitals,127,128 which allow visualization of
the difference between the N-electron state and the N − 1 electron
state, and Natural Ionization Orbitals (NIOs), which add insight
into electronic relaxation associated with the final N − 1 state.129

The latter can further be used to calculate the photodetachment
cross sections and PADs of transitions using standard DFT model
chemistries.130 For systems with multiple close-lying photodetach-
ment transitions, this additional information can enrich the spec-
tral assignments and the overall picture of the cluster electronic
structure. In very simple terms, the NIO picture can provide a con-
trast between electron detachment transitions that can be described
as purely one-electron and more complex detachment processes.
Examples of both are shown in Fig. 5. In the case of the Ce-doped

FIG. 5. NIO visualizations of the orbital vacated by a photoelectron (a) for the
case of a purely one-electron transition predicted for the Ce (cream)-doped B6
(pink) cluster anion [Ref. 131] and (b) in the 3A′ → 4A′′ transition in MoVO4

−

better characterized as a two-electron process involving detachment of an electron
localized from an orbital localized on the Mo (turquoise) center and relaxation of
an electron from the V center (gray) to the Mo center, shown in the dashed box
(Ref. 132). O atoms are indicated in red. Adapted with the permission from (a)
Mason et al., J. Phys. Chem. A 123, 2040 (2019). Copyright (2019) American
Chemical Society, and (b) Thompson et al., J. Chem. Phys. 146, 104301 (2017).
Copyright 2017 AIP Publishing LLC.

B6 cluster anion [Fig. 5(a)],131 the detachment process can be visu-
alized as creating a hole in the orbital situated on the Ce center,
while in the case of the heterometallic MoVO4

− cluster [Fig. 5(b)],132

the transition between from the 3A′ anionic ground state to the
4A′′ neutral ground state, which was relatively very low in inten-
sity in the experimental spectrum, can be described as detachment
accompanied by significant relaxation of a remaining metal-local
electron.

III. ANION PE SPECTRA OF CLUSTERS ACROSS
THE PERIODIC TABLE

While it would be nearly impossible to fully account for the pro-
lific output of anion PE spectroscopic studies conducted on “hard”
clusters, this perspective will survey several noteworthy and repre-
sentative studies, both foundational and more recent. The studies
are organized in terms of the type of clusters, classified as pure ele-
mental, mixed (e.g., ionic, metal oxides, otherwise mixed elemental
clusters), doped (clusters of predominantly one element with a single
atom of a different element), and ligated clusters.

A. Elemental clusters
Anion PE photodetachment techniques have been applied

toward the study of elemental clusters across the Periodic Table
from the alkali metals133 to I3

− (thought this molecule is considered
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a reaction intermediate rather than a “hard” elemental cluster)134

and down to the f-block elements.135 Starting this particular section
in the p-block, early work on carbon clusters was driven by their
importance in astrochemistry and combustion.136 A review dedi-
cated to carbon clusters, their size evolution, and the discovery of
C60 and carbon nanotubes would be encyclopedic in size.

In addition to anion PE and ZEKE spectral studies of small
carbon clusters, studies on heavier group IV elemental clusters
of silicon,137–139 germanium,140,141 tin,142,143 and lead144,145 have
revealed the fundamental connection between cluster and bulk
properties. In particular, the persistent low-dimensionality of car-
bon clusters is related to the unique stability of π bonding in carbon,
a property behind the stability of graphite, while the energetic acces-
sibility of unoccupied nd orbitals of the group IV elements leads to
the formation of three-dimensional clusters in the very small size
regime. This effect is reflected very plainly in the spectra. Figure 6
shows the anion PE spectra of odd-numbered carbon146 and tin
clusters for comparison. The near-vertical appearance and system-
atic increase in electron binding energy with the size for the carbon
clusters reflect the nearly identical linear structures for both the
anion and neutral, and stabilization from charge delocalization with
increasing chain length leads to higher binding energies. In contrast,
the more compact 2D (in the case of Sn3

−) and 3D structures of
small tin clusters result in multiple, close-lying, and vibrationally
broadened electronic transitions. Relativistic effects become more
important with the heavier elements, with spin–orbit splitting com-
peting with Jahn–Teller effects in governing cluster structures, such
as Sn3.143 While Si and Ge clusters were not found to form cage
structures known for several magic Cn

−/Cn clusters, Sn12 and Pb12
were found to form stable, icosahedral structures.142,144 Related to
this high-symmetry molecular character, Pb12

−, studied by VUV

PE spectroscopy,147 showed non-metallic behavior, as evidenced
by the low screening of a core hole. Metallic behavior emerged
for n > 20.

In contrast to group IV elements, the p-block neighbors, nitro-
gen and oxygen, are in gas phase at standard temperature and pres-
sure. N2 does not bind an electron, but O2 does. O4

− is a very com-
plex, thoroughly investigated molecular anion in which the charge
is shared between two O2

1/2− molecules.148–150 Larger oxygen clus-
ters tend to be described as “soft” [O4

−]⋅(O2)n clusters. The heav-
ier group V151,152 and VI153 elements have been among the earlier
clusters that were studied by this community.

Boron has inspired interest because of applications in high
energy density storage materials and graphite/graphene alternatives.
Boron’s one-electron deficiency compared to neighboring carbon
imbues these clusters with interesting electronic properties, par-
ticularly with the boron cluster propensity for establishing aro-
maticity. Bowen reported early foundational work on boron clus-
ters;165 since then, prolific boron cluster studies154 by Wang and
co-workers have been at the forefront of boron cluster research,
exploring exciting planar, vacancy-punctuated hexagonal struc-
tures, puckered structures, borospherenes with interesting electronic
structures,155 and dopant atom effects,156 with cluster sizes well into
the nanomaterial regime.157

Situated below boron, aluminum clusters are also worth a com-
ment, having been studied by anion PE spectroscopy by several
groups over the past few decades.158–161 Early studies were partly
motivated by the seminal findings on apparent spherical shell-
closing patterns of alkali metal clusters from abundance spectra,
modeled within the jellium picture of a uniformly positive sphere
supporting electrons.162 The question of whether aluminum clusters
could similarly be modeled by the jellium picture arose in the early

FIG. 6. Comparison of the anion PE
spectra of two series of group IV clus-
ters obtained using 4.66 eV photon ener-
gies (except in the case of Sn3

−, which
was obtained with 3.495 eV, but the
e−KE values are set to 4.66 eV − e−BE
for direct comparison). Linear carbon
cluster anions (Ref. 146) exhibit near-
vertical electronic transitions to linear
neutral clusters (odd-numbered clusters
shown; even-numbered cluster spec-
tra are similar but have systematically
higher EAs), while tin cluster anions form
two- or three-dimensional structures with
numerous close-lying electronic states
(Ref. 143). Cn

− spectra reproduced from
Arnold et al., J. Chem. Phys. 95, 8753
(1991). Copyright 1991 AIP Publishing
LLC and Snn

− spectra adapted with the
permission from Moravec et al., J. Chem.
Phys. 110, 5079 (1999). Copyright 1999
AIP Publishing LLC.
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1990s.163 The combination of anion PE spectroscopy and higher-
level calculations did show the jellium electronic shell structure for
several of the clusters, highlighting the punctuated evolution of clus-
ter properties in the small cluster size regime and underscoring the
enhanced fundamental understanding that can be gleaned by inti-
mate coupling between experimental and computational efforts.164

In a number of studies, Al13
− was found to be a particularly stable

species and exemplary of a superatom.165–171 Superatoms are defined
as small, stable, and compact clusters with quantum states resem-
bling the electronic orbitals in atoms. Examples of mixed-elemental
clusters exhibiting superatom character are included below.

Transition metal clusters, beyond the heavier p-block metal
elemental clusters, present a different level of complexity in terms
of electronic structures due to partially filled nd orbitals.4 They
were also among the first elemental clusters studied by anion PE
spectroscopy.172–175 Of particular interest in earlier studies was the
evolution of band structure and metallic behavior,176 but they also
offered an enticing window into the evolution of magnetic proper-
ties. As noted above, anion PE spectroscopy can directly map the
high density of electronic states evocative of metallic behavior.177

Because of the fundamental inseparability of electronic and molecu-
lar structures, using the combination of theory and PE spectroscopy
to determine molecular structures has also been a productive
approach.

While inert as bulk, small supported gold nanoparticles have
demonstrated a range of catalytic activity,178 which had augmented
the motivation for exploring the electronic and molecular structures
of small gold clusters. Wang and co-workers explored a range of
gold clusters,179 the smallest of which assume planar (2D) structures.
They demonstrated a transition from 2D to 3D structures at n = 12,
with Au12

− found to coexist in both 2D and 3D structures.180–183

Planar structures, rather than 3D structures for the smaller gold
clusters, were rationalized by 5d–6s hybridization enabled by rela-
tivistic effects.184 Larger gold clusters, e.g., Au26

−, also studied by
Wang and co-workers have been shown to have several energetically
competitive molecular architectures that coexist experimentally,
including core–shell, cage, tubular, and hexagonal motifs, as illus-
trated in Fig. 7, which shows four structures identified compu-
tationally that appear to contribute to all the observed PE spec-
trum of Au26

−.182 The structural diversity has been similarly con-
firmed by the studies of Kappes and co-workers, who have employed
electron diffraction in their studies of trapped and size-selected
gold cluster anions185 in addition to numerous other metallic
systems.186,187

Direct detachment transitions can generally be treated as
instantaneous one-electron processes in simple molecules, but this
description is not necessarily appropriate when considering more
complex metal clusters, and the high density of electronic states in
the neutral suggests the same of the precursor anions. Early evidence
of this was seen in the form of thermionic emission in the PE spec-
tra of small tungsten188 and other189 cluster anions. As illustrated in
Fig. 1(b), thermionic emission occurs when the anion is photoex-
cited to another higher-lying anionic state, followed by intercon-
version to a high vibrational level of the ground state of the anion,
whereupon the electron is ejected. Because electron ejection fol-
lows the initial excitation event, the photoelectron angular distribu-
tion of thermionically emitted electrons is isotropic.190 Thermionic
emission from bulk emitters is statistical, and Wn

− clusters exhibit

FIG. 7. Energetically competitive structures of Au26
− (Ref. 182). The variation in

structure underscores the fluxionality of the metallic gold cluster anions. Reprinted
with permission from Schaefer et al., ACS Nano. 8, 7413 (2014). Copyright 2014
American Chemical Society.

statistical thermionic emission in clusters as small as n = 4. A dif-
ferent indirect detachment process frequently encountered in anion
photodetachment spectroscopies is autodetachment in which ejec-
tion of an electron by a long-lived (ca. ps) rovibrationally excited
quasibound state of the anion is observed to follow propensity rules
associated with electronic, vibrational, or rotational relaxation to the
final neutral state, with the ejected electron having a discrete kinetic
energy associated with the relaxation. This process, which has been
observed in a number of soft cluster studies, will not be described
further here.

The high density of electronic states in transition metal clus-
ters also opens the door to the study of the dynamics of excited
electronic states of cluster anions, which have been measured using
time-resolved PE spectroscopic techniques. In simple terms, a pump
laser excites the cluster anion to an excited, bound, or quasibound
electronic state, and the evolution of that excited state is probed by
a delayed second pulse, which detaches the electron allowing the
measurement of the PE spectrum of the clusters from the evolving
excited state. The appearance of the PE spectrum changes with the
delay between the excitation and detachment pulses.

Using ultrafast anion PE spectroscopy, evidence of non-
metallic behavior in small Pb cluster anions was observed: Despite
the density of electronic states at larger cluster sizes, picosecond
relaxation times suggested non-metallic behavior,191 up to and
including Pb38

−, which showed a remarkable polarizability differ-
ence than the elemental bulk. Similarly, intra- and inter-band exci-
tations in Hgn

− clusters have been explored by Neumark and co-
workers.119,120 These clusters are, on the one hand, very simple, with
each atom contributing a 5d10 6s2 1S0 electronic structure, resulting
in a fully occupied 6s “band,” with a single electron in the 6p “band”
in the cluster anion. They were able to discern three different time-
dependent processes, including 6s → 6p interband excitation with
Auger ejection, 6s → 6s intraband excitation, with time-evolving
detachment of the excited state, and 6s → 6p excitation with time-
evolving detachment of the directly excited electronic state. Life-
times were dependent on the cluster size. In sum, these experiments
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offer deep insight into the evolution of band structures with cluster
size.192

Koop et al. employed ultrafast anion PE spectroscopic stud-
ies of a range of elemental clusters, including p-block and transi-
tion metal clusters, in the search of long-lived excited electronic
states.193 They made the curious observation that only cluster anions
accompanied by spectra with narrow features had lifetimes on the
ps timescale. The rationale was that narrow features reflected low
coupling between the molecular and electronic structures, which
suggests non-bonding character of the orbitals associated with the
excitation.

Time resolved PE spectroscopy of “hard” clusters such as those
described above has not been as commonly adopted as it has been
for “soft” clusters, many of which are relevant in biological charge
transfer or radiation damage processes.194

B. Ionic clusters, metal oxide clusters,
and other binary and higher-order clusters

If one of the original curiosities surrounding elemental clusters
was the size at which bulk properties began to emerge, one of the
questions arising in metal oxides or other ionic clusters was how the
localized bonding in the bulk materials would be reflected in small
clusters. In addition, small clusters offer a platform for studying
non-stoichiometric species. For example, our laboratory has exten-
sively characterized numerous metal oxide clusters, both homo-
195–198 and heterometallic,199–203 in lower-than-traditional oxidation
states (suboxides).

One of the earliest studies on ionic clusters was reported by
the Bowen group, who demonstrated the slow evolution toward
bulk F-center energy in (CsI)n

− clusters.204 These stoichiometric
clusters have low electron affinities, unlike the incrementally non-
stoichiometric alkali halide (MX)nX− clusters, which have electron
binding energies higher than the bare X− halide anion. The work by
Bowen on the stoichiometric clusters showed a smooth n−1/3 depen-
dence on binding energy, which is what is expected in a simple quan-
tum confinement picture, suggesting that the sizes sampled in this
study (n ≥ 13) were in the range that can be described as “confined”
rather than molecular.

Wang and co-workers reported a detailed determination of the
structures of smaller NaxClx+1

− (x = 1–4) clusters.205 The clusters in
this very small size range cannot assume any structure that resembles
the cubic bulk structure, but they did feature connectivity with alter-
nating Cl–Na–Cl atoms. An interesting feature of the clusters was
that the excess negative charge was largely evenly shared between
the halide atoms, with the electron binding energy increasing
with x.

Bonding in metal oxide clusters can be described as a mixture
of ionic and covalent bonding. Metal oxide clusters offer a platform
for determining the evolution of cluster properties with sequential
oxidation, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Unsaturated, suboxide clusters
offer an enticing atomic-scale view of the oxidation process, a non-
smooth process because of their small size. The value addition of
computational studies provides greater detail. For example, after the
discovery of the first Mn12 single molecule magnet, Bowen and co-
workers used a combination of anion PE spectroscopy and theory
to explore the magnetic properties in small, profoundly reduced
Mn5O− and Mn6O− clusters, revealing the existence of multiple

isomags, including non-magnetic species that would be undetected
using other methods.206

While the electronic and molecular structures of small metal
oxide clusters do reflect the bulk properties to a certain extent,
particularly in fully oxidized clusters (e.g., Mo3O9

− in Fig. 2), the
combination of small size below which any proto-bulk structure is
energetically favorable and lower-than-traditional oxidation states
can lead to different structures favored for the anion and the neu-
tral.207 In such a case, the anion PE spectrum does not provide
information on the adiabatic EA or structure of the lowest energy
neutral structure. In the event of close-lying structures for both
the anion and neutral, cluster anions tend to favor more extended
structures or structures that can otherwise support a more delo-
calized charge distribution. In the case of Al3O3

−,49 MoVO3
−,199

and several other clusters studied in our laboratory, at least two
structural isomers of the anions were found to be computation-
ally very close in energy and co-populated the ion beam, with
one of the structures emerging definitively more favorable for the
neutral.

An anion beam “hole-burning” strategy was adopted to par-
tially deplete the anion with the lower binding energy (i.e., the
structure associated with the more stable neutral) using a lower-
photon energy laser prior to the ion packet entering the main
laser interaction region. Figure 8 shows the spectra of (a) Al3O3

−

and (b) MoVO3
− obtained using 3.495 eV photon energy, both

with and without the partial “bleaching” of one isomer, along
with the deconvoluted spectra. Figure 8(c) shows how spectral
features associated with the lower-energy neutral structure can
be partially bleached if the anions are close in energy. Indeed, a
series of studies on transition metal suboxide structures showed
a relationship between the number M–O–M bridge bonds vs M
= O terminal bonds and the electron binding energy, since neu-
trals favored the former, which make the cluster more com-
pact, and anions favor the latter, which accommodates charge
delocalization.

Anion PE spectra of lanthanide oxides have posed interest-
ing challenges to the currently available low-cost electronic struc-
ture calculations.208–214 With partially filled, core-like 4f subshells,
a crush of close-lying electronic states with nearly identical orbital
occupancies, and also with close-lying ferromagnetically and anti-
ferromagnetically coupled states, their relative energies appear to be
dependent on the charge state. Recently, we demonstrated that lan-
thanide suboxide clusters near the center of the row, such as Sm
(4f 5 or 4f 6) or Gd (4f 7), exhibit the effects of strong photoelectron-
valence electron (PEVE) interactions,215 hallmarked by anti-Wigner
threshold law behavior and the prevalence of shake-up transitions.
Figure 9(a) shows one such example: the PE spectrum of Sm2O−

measured using 3.495 eV photon energy exhibits an intense band
X and two lower–intensity transitions or manifolds of transitions, A
and B, at higher e−BE (i.e., lower e−KE). With lower photon energy,
the e−KE values of all transitions drop and approach zero for A and
B, yet the intensity of A (also less obviously, B) increases relative to
band X. This behavior was rationalized as due to longer PEVE inter-
action times with lower e−KE, leading more higher probabilities of
mapping the perturbed [neutral + e−] system onto excited neutral
final states, e.g., A and B.

The [neutral + e−] interaction time is on the fs timescale,
regardless of the photon energy used in the detachment. However,
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FIG. 8. Raw anion PE spectra of (a) Al3O3
− (Ref. 49) and (b) MoVO3

− (Ref. 199)
obtained using 3.495 eV photon energy (top, solid trace) and of the ion packets
after the lower EA isomer was partially depleted with hv1 (2.330 eV for Al3O3

− and
2.016 eV for MoVO3

−, dotted line at top). Bottom spectra show the deconvolution
of the spectral contribution associated with the two different structural isomers
for each. Turquoise represents Mo, gray represents V, and red represents O. (c)
Schematic of relative energies of the anions and neutrals of isomers A and B in
which isomer B is much lower in energy for the neutral. If A− and B− are close
in energy, then B− can be partially depleted by a hv1, which does not detach
A− prior to the photoelectron spectrum being obtained using hv2. (a) Adapted with
permission from Akin and Jarrold, J. Chem. Phys. 118, 1773 (2003). Copyright
2003 AIP Publishing LLC, and (b) Mann et al., J. Phys. Chem. A. 114, 11312
(2010). Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.

electronic excitations are on the same timescale. Figure 9(b) shows
one point of comparison: the electric field from the ejected elec-
tron felt by the neutral as a function of time for three different
photon energies, assuming the momentum of the ejected electron
remains constant, and a binding energy of ∼1 eV. An externally
applied electric field is a time-dependent perturbation on the elec-
tronic structure of the neutral, particularly with highly polarizable
outer valence orbitals. During the (evolving) perturbation, orbitals
can be described as a time-dependent linear combination of the
unperturbed orbitals, resulting in a wider range of final neutral states
beyond the one-electron picture being accessed. In addition, fields
on the order of 0.4 V Å−1 are predicted to switch the relative sta-
bilities of ferromagnetically coupled and antiferromagnetically cou-
pled states.216 The color-coded arrows in the bottom panel of Fig. 9
show the duration of fields over 0.4 V Å−1 for three different photon
energies. For systems in which the high density of low-lying states,

FIG. 9. (a) PE spectra of Sm2O− obtained over a range of photon energies
(Ref. 215), showing the increase in the relative intensities of transitions to excited
states with the decrease in photon energy and photoelectron e−KE. The excited
state populations increase with the increase in photoelectron–valence electron
interaction time. (b) Field from the photoelectron as a function of time for tran-
sitions to excited states, driven by three photon energies. The color-coded arrows
indicate the time at which the field is 0.4 V Å−1, which is sufficient to change the
relative energies of FM and AFM states in computational studies (Ref. 216) on
similar systems. (a) Reprinted with permission from Mason et al., J. Phys. Chem.
Lett. 10, 144 (2019). Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.

including close-lying ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic states,
create rich time-evolving [neutral + e−] interactions, the detach-
ment process cannot be viewed as instantaneous, and transitions that
would traditionally be described as shake-up or spin forbidden are
apparently common.

Preceding was just a sampling of some of the interesting find-
ings in mixed clusters, including purely ionic stoichiometric, incre-
mentally non-stoichiometric, and several different types of metal
oxides, ranging from profoundly reduced to stoichiometric. Beyond
these classes of clusters studied by anion PE spectroscopy are metal
sulfides,217,218 mixed III–V, and II–VI cluster models for semicon-
ductors and elemental combinations selected to model interfaces
such as metal–semiconductor junctions or supported metal catalysts
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at an atomic level. As an example, particularly stable metal–carbon
clusters, or met-cars,219,220 were discovered and explored in the gas
phase, including via anion PE spectroscopy.221 The met-cars pos-
sess alluring stoichiometries (e.g., Ti8C12) and high-symmetry struc-
tures, and appeared as magic numbers in mass spectra of ionic
species. While these systems continue to be explored computation-
ally as model catalysts, realization of their applications has proven
elusive.

Mixed metal oxides, i.e., ternary clusters, add another
dimension for exploring more complex electronic structures.
Near-neighbor combinations such as the MoVOy

−,199 MoNbOy
−,201

MoxWx′Oy
−,196,203 MnxMox′Oy

−,87 and CexSmx′Oy
−131,214 studied

in our group revealed that modest differences in metal oxophilic-
ity can result in very pronounced differences in oxidation states of
the individual metal centers for any suboxide species, which may
underlie the particular activity of doped metal oxides in a reduced
environment. Trans-periodic combinations, such as AlMOy

−

(M = Mo, W)200,202 or CexOyPtn
−,212 are described as ionic com-

plexes, Al+[MOy]2− and [CexOy]+Ptn
2−, which have implications

for supported metal and metal oxide catalysts, and the electrostatic
environment at the interface between the catalyst and support mate-
rial. While cluster models of catalysts have obvious limitations in
accounting for all the chemical and physical features at play in
applied systems, they do provide important insight into important
atomic and molecular scale features that govern catalyst–substrate
interactions.

C. “Doped” clusters
As a variation on the theme of mixed-elemental clusters, doped

clusters can be distinguished as being prevalently one element (or
one compound, such as a monometallic oxide) to which a dis-
parate atom is added. Doped clusters have a rich history in clus-
ter studies. The notion and appeal of clusters that are air stable
were in full flower following the discovery of C60 and were further
fueled by the production of air-stable single-metal atom encapsu-
lated fullerenes.222 Endohedrally doped cage clusters, an idea built
on fullerene encapsulated metals,223 have continued to be actively
explored. These high-symmetry species, and understanding their
growth, have motivated the study of smaller metal-doped group
IV clusters using anion PE spectroscopy,224–227 which, when com-
bined with computational studies, show the evolution in electronic
and structural properties as the clusters grow toward the more sym-
metric and stable cage-like structures. Nuanced information such
as charge distribution between the dopant and the main cluster
can also be gleaned from calculations, provided some reconciliation
between the calculated structures and observed spectra.228 These
studies show that within the small (n < 20) cluster size regime, a sin-
gle dopant atom can have a profound effect on the cluster structure
and stability.

In a similar vein to magic number met-cars and other
metal-doped group IV clusters, the concept of “designer magnetic
superatoms” has been explored by Zhang et al.229 They proposed
that simple elemental superatomic clusters doped with a single mag-
netic atom, e.g., VNa7, would provide stability with a high mag-
netic moment. Rather than relying on the traditional approach of
a Stern–Gerlach setup to measure the magnetic moments of the
V-doped Na clusters, they relied on comparing experimental and

computational spectra, with the calculations on structures and spin
states in agreement with the observed spectra providing the mag-
netic moment.

In an elegant extension of their work on elemental boron
clusters, Wang and co-workers have conducted a series of stud-
ies on doped boron clusters, MBn

−,123,230–232 with dopants rang-
ing from Li to transition metals to lanthanides. The strength of
B–B bonding results in structures that could aptly be described
as Bx

− cluster-ligated metal centers. For example, the high-spin
metalloboron cluster, MnB6

−, studied with high resolution PEI
spectroscopy was shown to have a planar teardrop structure with
Mn at its “tip”233 and a stable aromatic electronic structure. Other
transition metal doped boron clusters assume beautiful flower-like
structures, with the metal center as the pistil and the ring- or drum-
like boron clusters structure encircling the metal center, as shown
in Fig. 10.230

Lanthanide hexaborides are cluster materials used in electron
emitters and have exotic magnetic properties. In the bulk, B6 octa-
hedral anions form a cubic lattice with the lanthanide cations, but
in small clusters, the negatively charged B6 unit is planar or near-
planar. Bowen and co-workers234 and our group131 have probed
SmB6

− and CeB6
−, respectively, where both have the lowest energy

structures evocative of a teardrop with the metal center at the tip.
CeB6 was determined to be highly ionic, with Ce2+(B6)3− aptly
describing the anion, while the spectrum of SmB6

− coupled with
ab initio calculations suggested some covalent character involving
the 4f orbitals of Sm overlapping with B6-local orbitals. Wang and
co-workers recently reported a bent triple-decker inverse-sandwich
structure of La3B14

−, which gives hints of the more compact boride
cluster structures found in the bulk material.235

D. Ligated clusters
As noted in the Introduction, a large body of metal and metal

oxide cluster studies implement clusters as models for catalysts. A
particularly useful feature of cluster models is the ability to emulate
defect sites in a controlled, albeit somewhat reductionist, manner.
However, there have been numerous experimental studies, outside
of anion PE spectroscopy, on metal and metal oxide clusters ligated
with CO2, CO, H2, ethylene, and other molecules that have shed

FIG. 10. PE spectrum and structure of the Co-doped B16
− cluster (Ref. 230).

Popov et al., Nat. Commun. 6, 8654 (2015). Copyright 2015 licensed under a Cre-
ative Commons Attribution (CC BY 4.0) license. The authors edited the figures
from Ref. 230 by superimposing the molecular structure on the spectrum.
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FIG. 11. From Ref. 250: photodetach-
ment difference mass spectra of
[Au25(SC2H4Ph)18]− at (a) 355 nm
and (b) 266 nm. The asterisks point
to the depletion of parent ions. PE
spectra of [Au25(SC2H4Ph)18]− at (c)
355 nm and (d) 266 nm. Red solid
and black dotted lines correspond to
the experimental data and simulated
curves for thermionic emission from the
Au13 core, respectively. Reprinted with
permission from Hirata et al., J. Phys.
Chem. C 123, 13174 (2019). Copyright
2019 American Chemical Society.

light on the interactions between catalytically active sites and sub-
strates. One of the more effective experimental tools in this arena
has proven to be IR predissociation spectra of ions.15,22–25,77,78 The
added value of anion photodetachment studies on cluster com-
plexes with molecules such as H2,236 CO,237–240 C2H,241 and CO2
and larger molecules such as amines242 and benzene243 is a direct
insight into how the charge state impacts the cluster–ligand inter-
actions. For example, in metal cluster carbonyl complexes, the
excess charge on the anion leads to enhanced π

∗

back-donation,
and detachment spectra exhibit progressions in the C–O stretch,
resulting from preparing the neutral cluster complex with elongated
carbonyl bonds.244 Studies on smaller, ligated heterometallic clus-
ters can give insight into the nature of doping sites or cooperative
catalyst.245,246

More recent studies on ligated clusters leverage advances in
coupling ESI sources and cryogenic ion traps to pulsed anion photo-
electron spectrometers,247 which have facilitated studies on solution-
phase synthesized ligated clusters. As anionic ligated clusters can
also shed ligands while being introduced into the gas phase by ESI,
probing the progression, or tuning, of properties of the bare clus-
ters to saturated, ligated clusters in the absence of solvent molecules
is achieved. An illustration of this effect can be found in work of
Bowen and co-workers on ligated cobalt sulfide clusters.248,249 By
sequentially ligating the superatomic Co6S8 cluster with electron-
donating triethyl phosphine ligands, which form dative bonds with
the metal centers, they demonstrated a sequential decrease in EA
of the neutral.248 Furthermore, sequential substitution of CO lig-
ands for the triethyl phosphine ligands, i.e., Co6S8(PEt3)6−x(CO)x
(x = 0–3), resulted in a systematic increase in EA. Additional
insight from the computational component of this study included
the demagnetization of the Co6S8 core with ligation.

An example of anion PE studies on ligated gold and silver
clusters synthesized via benchtop methods for making molecularly
homogeneous species is the work by Hirata et al., who introduced
[Au25(SR)18]− and [Ag25(SR)18]− thiolate complexes into a magnetic
bottle instrument.250 In the case of these ligated metallic species,
photodissociation through loss of thiolate (anionic) ligands com-
petes with photodetachment, as shown in Figs. 11(a) and 11(b).
Direct detachment spectra were observed with 3.495 eV photon

energy [Fig. 11(c)], with the spectrum exhibiting two broad tran-
sitions, allowing a determination of the EA. However, with 4.661 eV
photon energy, thermionic emission was observed exclusively, sug-
gesting a large oscillator strength direct absorption transition com-
pletely usurping any direct detachment. These findings underscore
the need to take into account indirect processes as a matter of course
for more complex systems, and indeed, direct detachment may not
be observed in studies on certain anions.

IV. OUTLOOK
Anion PE spectroscopies on the wide array of “hard” clusters

have brought a wealth of insight into the evolution of properties
with size and composition. With advances in the techniques for gen-
erating, mass-selecting, and probing cluster anions using different
flavors of anion detachment, it has become evident that additional,
exciting information can be gleaned from these types of studies.

A. Mining additional information embedded
in anion PE spectra

As described in Sec. III D, the anion PE spectra of
[Au25(SR)18]− and [Ag25(SR)18]− clusters exhibited primarily
thermionic emission, rather than detachment, under ultraviolet
radiation. At some size or cluster composition, does anion pho-
todetachment no longer provide useful information? Can more be
gleaned from indirect processes? Given that this effect was clearly
photon energy-dependent, measuring PE spectra over a range of
photon energies and plotting the ratio of direct detachment to
thermionic emission signal could provide the gas phase electronic
absorption spectrum of the anions while concurrently mapping the
neutral electronic structures. If mass analysis is conducted in paral-
lel, photodissociation vs photoexcitation/thermionic emission path-
ways can be explored, which would provide more insight into the
nature of the excitations.

Similarly, more can be gleaned from anion PE spectra of clus-
ters with exceptionally complex electronic structures, such as the
lanthanide suboxide species, with a more rigorous theoretical treat-
ment of the detachment process. Computational results are essential
to a large body of cluster study, yet the photodetachment process is
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not fully understood. Detachment transitions have generally been
treated as “sudden” or “instantaneous,” while more recent exper-
imental studies on strongly correlated systems demonstrate that
they are not and that strong photoelectron–valence electron inter-
actions can add a dimension to the analysis of the detachment spec-
tra, including mapping the energies and character of excited states
that are dark with respect to direct detachment. Additional detailed
information on the multi-stable magnetic states and the effects of
the time-dependent inhomogeneous electric field generated by the
photoelectron, or other interesting phenomena such as the multifer-
roic states of Rhn clusters,251 can be better understood with more
detailed theoretical support. Furthermore, a more rigorous treat-
ment of the time-dependent nature of detachment transitions would
deeply enrich our understanding of increasingly complex systems,
including a number of large non-cluster systems (e.g., extended
conjugated biological molecules) with high densities of states, and
electron–neutral interactions involved in electron-driven chemistry
more generally.

B. Dynamics of the electronic states of neutral
clusters

With the ever-improving spectroscopic “shutter speed,” the
ultrafast dynamics of electronic excitation and relaxation can be
probed. The work by Neumark on Hgn anions119,120 reveals the range
of size-dependent relaxation processes associated with the proto-
band structure of small semiconductor clusters; unusually fast relax-
ation times coupled with nuclear wave packet motion with excita-
tion were also observed. In principle, these types of measurements
can be extended to neutral clusters. Most of the anion photode-
tachment spectra of clusters described in this perspective exhibit
transitions to excited neutral states (including multi-electron tran-
sitions), the temporal evolution of which can further be explored
either by a second ionizing pulse or through sensitive fluorescence
measurements. These measurements will be complicated if there
are multiple excited states accessed in the detachment and fur-
ther complicated with vibrationally broadened transitions. However,
the fact that different spin states are accessed via anion detach-
ment will create an interesting landscape, wherein spin-allowed
vs spin-forbidden relaxations can be inferred. Exploration into
the use of x-ray free electron lasers (XFELs) as a route for core-
level photoelectron spectroscopy and ultrafast dynamics of size-
selected anionic clusters is also currently under way.252 Although
challenging, these studies offer promising insight into the relax-
ation dynamics of the neutral cluster and photoelectron-neutral
interactions.

In the case of time-resolved detachment-ionization measure-
ments, ionization energies of cluster are generally significantly
higher than their associated electron affinities, although certain
classes of clusters, most notably, alkali, lanthanide, and lanthanide
suboxide clusters, have very low ionization energies, ∼4 eV,253 so
ionizing excited states of the neutral clusters would be in the visi-
ble to ultraviolet range. Using the lanthanide oxide clusters with the
spectra exhibiting shake-up (multi-electron) transitions to excited
states, the fates of these states can be followed by mapping the total
cation yield as a function of delay time. Furthermore, the detach-
ment energy has been shown to change the relative abundances of
excited states. Measuring the e−KE of the whole system, which will

include detachment and ionization transitions, as a function of the
detachment energy will provide a tidy tie line through anion detach-
ment spectroscopies and PFI-ZEKE measurements while providing
dynamical information on intermediate neutral states.

C. Stepping toward more realistic models
for catalysts

The prospect of building new bulk catalytic materials from clus-
ter deposition underscores the overall importance of cluster studies
while simultaneously motivating the development of instrumenta-
tion for cluster species selectivity. An important question is how do
the electronic properties of isolated clusters change upon deposi-
tion? Anderson and co-workers have devoted significant effort into
studying the size-selected deposition of metal atoms onto surfaces
of support materials such as TiO2.254,255 When deposited on a sur-
face, the catalytic properties of metal clusters have unique, discrete
energy levels from the respective individual atoms, gas phase clus-
ters, and bulk material. Howard-Fabretto and Andersson discussed
this phenomenon in a recent review, which focuses primarily on
the photocatalytic properties of Au and Ru clusters deposited on
semiconductor surfaces.256 Current cluster beam methods are capa-
ble of building bulk catalytic materials in a laboratory setting, but
preparative scale cluster deposition techniques are still needed.257

Ideally, the integrity (or enhancement) of the clusters’ catalytic
activity is maintained by deposition onto a weakly interacting sub-
strate, such as highly ordered graphite,258 which also motivates fur-
ther study leading toward developing predictability of the prop-
erties of clusters measured in the gas phase, after deposition on
surfaces.

Cluster models also are useful in shedding light on defect sites
in bulk material. These sites often present in the form of edge
sites, basal planes, and vacancies and sometimes contribute signif-
icantly to the overall catalytic activity of the material. In regard
to the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) and hydrogen evolution
reaction (HER), these defect sites are widely considered to be
the most active catalytic sites in the material due to their tuned
electronic properties.19–22 Studies for the past two decades have
focused on tuning the electronic properties of these sites by dop-
ing. Since these sites are localized, clusters studies are commonly
utilized to gain information on catalytic behaviors of these materi-
als. For example, metal sulfides have localized bonding and defect
sites, making cluster models an excellent representation of molec-
ular catalytic processes.23 In addition, graphene point and line
defects have been shown to have ORR electrocatalytic capability
with energy barriers comparable to platinum(111).20 These cluster
studies have a primary interest in understanding molecular reac-
tion pathways that lead to kinetic macroscopic properties of the
material.

D. Underexplored techniques and questions
The more common application of cryogenic traps coupled to

cluster sources in the past decade has allowed us to look at internally
cold systems, which decongest spectra by suppressing hot bands and
rotational broadening, allowing for more definitive and simplified
analyses. Clusters generally do not reach the temperature of the cryo-
genic trap, however. Helium nanodroplets, on the other hand, are
an ultracold vehicle for spectroscopic measurements. Metal clusters
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have been synthesized in He droplets,259 and neutral photoioniza-
tion spectra of Mg clusters in He nanodroplets have been mea-
sured,260 offering the tantalizing possibility of anion PE spectroscopy
of ultracold clusters in He nanodroplets. One potential pitfall would
be broadening by He “boiling” off the neutral cluster due to the large
change in cluster–He interaction with the charge state.

In a reversal of using photodetachment to probe strong
photoelectron-valence electron interactions near detachment
threshold, strong electron–neutral interactions in certain systems
may lead to interesting electron attachment processes. Using older
electron transmission spectroscopy techniques on these more exotic
species, the anions of which can be m/z selected and photodetached
prior to interrogation by a monochromatic electron, unbound
anionic states that are strongly coupled to bound states can be
explored. Such studies may yield more insight into “doorway” states
for anion formation and electron momentum control of anion or
neutral state populations.

Certainly, the range of cluster systems studied by anion pho-
todetachment can continue to augment our understanding of the
evolution of the band structure from the atomic or molecular scale to
the bulk, the nature of defect sites in catalysts, the catalytic activities
of small clusters of inert bulk, and strong electron neutral interac-
tions. Beyond these areas that have already been visited to varying
degrees, entanglement, quantum information, single molecule mag-
nets, and spintronics offer areas into which anion PE spectroscopy
studies of small clusters could continue to expand and flourish.
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